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Mother of IMon-Aligend

SboS^sS cSa^g

fffiotfo





PRIME MINISTER,
INDIA.

Thank you for your sympathy.

In his short life Sanjay braved an
unprecedented and sustained campaign
of calumny. His integrity and deep
concern for India's problems endeared
him to all who came to know him, as was
witnessed by the countrywide outpouring
of grief on his passing away.

Yours sincerely,

U-1^

(IndiraGandhi )
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Moral Values and Rajiv Gandhi

The Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi reported to have said that

since there is no teaching of moral values in education system.

The country is gripped with immoral practices. The teaching

community and their organisations will refute this statement.

On the other hand the teachers say that immorality in politics,

economics, social life of the country is reffecting in the educa-

tion system also. Its manifestations are seen in the examination

halls, valuation of papers, schools admissions, promotions etc.

Political parties, religious organisations, institutions,

newspapers, radio T.V. Light and Classical literature, Cinema,

Video and mass media music, dance etc. constitute the sociolo-

gical agencies of educational School Education is one among
them but plages as a major part. While school education is

responsible to the school going age group students where as

sociological agencies of education hold responsibility in educa-

ting the entire masses. A teacher may lag behind in teaching
but under no circumstances he will preach immorality. Moral

instruction is given by the religious preachers. India is a religious

country. Obviously religious preachers exercise more control

and influence. All these are going in vain. Indian people from

top leadership to bottom have taken to the path of immorality,

There should bescientific investagation about origin and reasons,

During the freedom struggle there were moral values in life.

Affer treedom struggle immorality increased because of the

failure of leadership, selfishness and a tendency of becoming

prosperous at the cost of others (nation and state) are two

major reasons. Bankrupt political life is the major source of

immorality. Lust for vote and seat has led to Bankrupt politics.

Bad politics originate from bad economics which constitute the

material basis for the corrupt practices, and immural values in

all branches of life, poverty, hunger, unemployment increasing
needs and decreasing income are at the root of immorality,
without removing these problems. Can we hope to pos&ess high
mofal values? Perhaps thefe is one. Rich and wealthy people
are free from problems but they practice high immorality. Th$
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t>oor and very backward hilly tribal men and forest men pfoved
to be very honest, truthspeaking and practice high virtues.

These material conditions constitute the basis for their high moral

values. A change from backwardness to the so-called advanced

development is leading them into the life orimmorality.lmmora-

lity is more seen in Cities. Towns, Urban areas and developed

villages. Why this phenomena? Should the development accom-

pany immorality? Capitalist philosophers explain its in vitability

where as Socialist Philosophers explain that Capitalist way of

living holds responsibility for the practice of immoral values.

Money is the root of all vices, ft /< for money people resort to

good and bad means, unjustified earnings under capitalism

promote vices in the Society. Institutions promoting social evils

have their le^ai validity under capitalist structure of Society.

India is unfortunately passing through vulgar path of capitalism

which is the root of all immoral values. Hence moral instruction

in schools is not suffice. An integrated effort of all social agen-
cies of education need to battle against immoral values. They
should accompany the path of abolishing of capitalism.

I will Enter Politics only if it Helps my mother

That's the impression one gets of Rajiv Gandhi these days.

The eldest son of prime minister Indira Gandhi is going through
a period in tense agony. Should he enter politics or should he

not? Being the only son left, he is very concerned about his

mother. He wants to help her but he's still undecided

about the best way of going about it. Shattered by the violent

death of sanjay in a plane crash two months ago. Mrs Gandhi

is worried when ever Rajiv flies and she would like him to give

it up.

Should be continue with flying, the only profession he is

trained for, or should he give it up in deference to his mothers

wishes and take to politics trom which he has kept away so far?

In the next few weeks, Rajiv, who will celebrate his 37th

birthday this week, must solve this hamletion dilemrrta all by
himsfclf.
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Politics is a dirty game shy, sensitive and culturec**

Rajiv is a man of good taste and a gentleman to the core

can he survive in a game that has, in today's India, become
the proverbial vocation for scoundrels? will he be swept off h |S

feet or will he be able fo bring a little sanity back to Indian

politics?

He doesn't know and he is not sure. Mean while/ he

continues to fly avros for Indian airlines and he has register
00*

himself to undergo two months training at Hyderabad to fly

boeings from September.

New Delhi's editor S. Venkat Narayan met Rajiv in his

elegant drawing room at the prime minister's residence in Delhi
on August 5th 1980. In an hour-long exclusive interview.

Rajiv answered questions which everybody has been asking

since Sanjay's death.

Rajiv rarely gives interviews and this is the first he has

given in a long time. The editor does not recall having intervie-

wed another man who is more modest than Rajiv and who
spoke fewer words than did. He had to do a lot of talking to

extract replies of just a few words each. Rajiv thinks deeply
before answering and his replies are brief and to the point

excepts.

Meet Rajiv Gandhi, the reluctant Bridegroom.

(Date 18-8-80) The difficulty in writing down stories from
life is that they never conform to the patterns demanded by
popular fiction. Rajiv Gandhi's story is further complicated.
Because alone ip a family that was constantly in the news, he
h$$ quietly gone about a non-political career keeping out of
attention's way.

' M
"'V

The limelight has not altogether spared Rajiv, However,
and now barely two months after his younger brother sanjay
died, it has fixed it&cold, unblinking glare on him. The pandist
have not had to travel far in searching fp^ajn 0nsyver-~lp the

uyear's great puzzle; after sanjay,, who? The c^otee^ has almost
, automatically fallen on Rajiv and sanjay's wife

lyiarjeka, ut
maneka is young, impetuous, and has been champiqn^cl by
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People who had their feet in their mouths when singing her
praise.

>

^ f :
She is also not a politician. Neither is Rajiv. But he is older

exudes an air of purposeful ness sobriety and somehow seems
the antithesis of a young man who has grown up under the shadow
of three generations of political leaders.

Whe thef Rajiv like,? if or not, he stands at a turning point
in his life, which turn-off will he take, one path is already well

trpdden-his meticulously constructed career as a commercial
pilot. The other will take him to wards a political career,

For Rajiv, this is unfamiliar territory: but pressure is mounting
on him to move towards it.

He's still Flying;- Things have not been helped by the

press. Quoting 'reliable sources', news papers have
announced that Rajiv has resigned his job with Indian Air-

lines and that he will soon' enter 'active
1

politics. This is not

true. Rajiv is $till flying*he had just returned trom Jaipur the

day New Delhi; met him, and he is still undecided about enter-

ing politics, All this speculation has of course, generated a lot

of curiosity about Rajiv's private person. He has always
avoided publicity, tmd it is difficult to get his close friends-

hasn't many of them-to talk.

Born on 20 August 1944 in Bombay, he was named Rajiv

Ratan Gandhi aher his maternal grand parents Rajiv was derived

fr&m k&mala (both words mean Lot&s m sansfaft) and Platan

ffotto- Jawahar (sankrit for Jewel) Nehru was in jail at the

Ahmednagar, Port when Mrs: Gdndh's first child was bom and

tye.. Rajiv was, chosen by him for the boy.

b^fhe' 1 World 'Rejiv'-Ratari G^ndhK became just Rajiv
"" "

- -

~

Rajiv does^nof remember much about his chjld^Qp.d^, except

bf bbi^l6
!

?6?l:he
f

r

con^ht |lS^ftrd^n^
j~% iT-ifr' t "3 /"^

rSf! e^ J. J- tf~ *'5!_ !W*j_Ji _ J5 Ln.jTi. ?. ./!i&!T.ii>i:,t

<

ii_ ^ !. ' lj*.*5^Lij _".._ n-^.:^ \~*^
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Teenmurti, the official residence of the prime minister in those

days (and now a national museum) in New Delhi.

His memories of his grand father are not very specific, for

both Rajiv and Sanjay hardly saw him. Except perhaps at the

dinner table or when Jawaharlal decided to play with his grand

sons one lasting impression is of light burning in the prime

minister's study untif late in the night - he was a man who liked

working after the rest of the household had gone to sleep.

At 10, Rajiv was despatched along with Sanjay two years

younger to a boarding school. He enrolled first in welhams in

Dehra Dun and then shifted to doon school, It was here that

Rajiv made a few friends who continue to be close to him to

day. Rajiv passed out from Doon in 1960 after appearing for

the senior Cambridge examination.

Rajiv's Doon friends remember a simple, unassuming and
very intelligent young man. Like Sanjay, he loved tinkering
with things mechanical. Shivendra Bahadur Sing, a class-mate-
who is now a congress (I) MP - does not remember how an
oldwrecked Dakota air plane landed up in school grounds. "But
Rajiv was always poking around in Dakota, When he was not
studying, he would go for a swim, once, we swam around for
so long that we were late for a function and got roundly whack-
ed on oui1 back sides''. Singh says Rajiv was the one who
always tried to sober down his mischievous classmates,

It was Love Marriage : Mohan (Thad) Thadani, a success-
ful Delhi businessman, remembers occasion when Rajiv surpri-
sed friends who considered him softy.

Two boys were going on a trek and Rajiv said he would go
along. There was a lot of joking about how every one would
have to carry him along. But in the end Rajiv remained well
ahead of his companions only rarely did he play a prank."'

In 1962, Rajiv left for England where he enrolled in a
machanical engineering course at Trinity College Cambridge.
It was here, in the summer of 1965; that he met a pretty Italian

girl from Turin, Sonia Maino, Sonia was doing 9 language
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course in English. The two first met at the the university res-

taurant and soon started going out together, It did not take

Rajiv long to decide that he would marry Sonia.

Between semesters, Rajiv would return to Delhi to vaca-

tion. He began to take lessons in gliding, encouraged by his

Qrand father. Later he decided to take up flying as a career,

and began to work towards a commercial pilot's licence. On

one of his trips home, Rajiv told his mother thai he had met a

Qirl he would like to marry, and he kept referring to Sonia

in letters home from Cambridge. Late in 1965, Mrs Ghandhi

Wrote to her son to inform him that she would be travelling

to London to inaugurate an exhibition on Nehru (she was

rninister for information and broad casting then). She first

met Sonia at an informal dinner at the residence of the Indian

High Commissioner.

Rajiv and Sonia were married at a simple ceremony in

Delhi in January 1968. Son Rahul arrieved on 19 June 1970,
and daughter priyanka on 12 January 1972.

A Cambridge contemporary recalls that when not away
vacationing at home. Rajiv would work summers at job that did

not let him have much free time. The first job he held was at a

bakery, working nights-which was convenient for he could
meet Sonia during the day. The second job was loading bricks

on to trucks.

In May 1968, Rajiv joined Indian Airlines as trainee pilot

seven months later he was ferrying passengers in a Dakota

similar to the one he had tinkered with back in Doon School.

A year later, he began to fly Fokker Friendships, and eub-*

sequently graduated to Avfos. which he flies to day. It is

hardly surprising that his colleagues in'jthe airline have never

found him putting on any airs about being the prime minis-

ters son, He has on occasion agreed without argument to

fly out of turn when another pilot has fallen unexpectedly ill.

After a while one his over come by incredulity about the

fact that Rajiv possesses almost no faults "Except, perhaps.
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his sweet tooth, says Mohan Thadani, "If he lays his hands on

aAox of chocolates, 'god fof bid ! You have to drag it away
from him/'

Love Musfc: Once slim and extremely boyish, Rajiv has

today put on a lot of weight, and he has grown into' a happy

family man, with a charming wife and two bright children. His

interests have not remained constant from tinkering in the

machine shop at school. Where "horrors like coffee tables

were produced'
1

he has turned to more serious persuits like

photography and music (he is a jazz and Indian classical music

aficionado).

His hobbies he pursues with his habitual methodicity. One
of these is amateur radio operating. The longest distance he

has called as ham operator is peru, 10,000 Kilometres away.
He hasn't put on an aerial yet at 1 Safdarjung Road where his

mother moved after being re-elected as Prime Minister in

January 1980.

Rajjv has very little time left in which tp decide his future

plans. . He is obviously uneasy about the. pressures that are

mounting on all sides soon, he is scheduled to under-go
training as a Boeing Pilot at Hyderabad. Ought he go in for

it, or resign from his Job and plunge into politics ? .His mother,,

shaken after Sanjay died at the controls of an airplane, would
like him to stop flying. His wife, on the other hand, is not too^

happy -aboutttte jtfospefct of having a^poiiticiart-husbsna,
1 '

!

tS

iSscburSgeS^a?^

herirtet aujriiehqsua

diisoag^iiittfl

are aisrbgalrit.
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Wife's good cook : Nimal Thadarti says that Sonia is

the perfect wife for Rajiv warm hearted, complementing his

nature. "He is a strick father and is keen that Rahul and

Priyanka are brought up the fightway". Sonia, she says, is a

good cook, but Rajiv tastes are simple, v This simplicity

extends to his other habits he does not smoke, and does not

touch liquor, coffee, or tea,

Another ftiend, Romi" Chopra, remembers one fright when

Rajiv, Sonia and he were return-ing from a late picture show

and found a man lying on the road, badly injured. Rajiv had

him driven to Safdarjung Hospital^ and saw to it that he got

proper medical attention. This man, who would have

died if Rajiv hadn't picked him up, occassionally visits I Safdar-

jang Road to see Rajiv.

"

It is not that Rajiv has only a close circle of friends. He is

popular among many collegues in the Airline and remains an

immensely accessible person, This has been proved during the

last few weeks, as a constant stream of people, .ranging .from

politicians to school friends and the commonman, has laitf

claim to Rajiv's attention. Yet, he manages both this informal

screening of his mother's visitors and his job.

There are many politicians, >f course; who say that Rajiv

should enter active polities, '"goodness
1 knows hfe mother

heeds a lieutenant she can trust" says one. "But he ougfit to

come iirat tfie party level; and the part\r needs someofte-ffl*

fiift ^ 6 cfearfybuthful pefSori, wfio is
J

nor>c6ntr(5^Bri5^

popular".

change much his
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Rajiv Meats President

New Delhi, (3-10-1987) : The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv

Gandhi, on Saturday had an hour long meeting with the

president, Mr. R. Venkatafaman, at Rashtrapathi Bhavan,

Sources in Rashtrapathi Bhavan described the meeting as

routine. Normally, the Prime Minister meets the president

on Saturday every week to post him with developments at

home and abroad. This is a practice that Mr. Rajiv Gandhi has

been scripulously following ever since Mr. Venkata Raman

came to occupy Rashtrapathi Bhavan obviously the Prime

Minister would not like any misunderstanding with the head of

state as it happened with Mr. Zait Singh,

Pension for Tyagis: -(2-10-1987)Government announced

on Friday its decision to sanction pension, to eminent freedom

fighters of their families who made a major contribution to the

attainment of Independance, But;did not apply for pension on

their own.

This decision was taken by Prime Minister Sri Rajiv Gandhi.

At an informal meeting of the cabinet commit.ee for political

affairs during the day, Sources said the Saturday's meeting

was mostly devoted to a review of the latest situation in

Sri Lanka where a statement exists over the interim set up for

the northern and eastern Tamil majority prounces.

Since Mr. Gandhi will be leaving on oct. 11 for Canada-he

is stated to take off from here in the small hours of Sunday -

and will be away for over a week. He is keen the that the

Sri Lanka impasses should be resolved by then.

The feelling here is that this Sri Lanka President Mr. Jaya

Wardane had gone quite a long way to accommodate the

L.T.T.E. The selection of the administrator was made by the

Sri Lanka President from among the three names submitted by

the L.T.T.E. itself. Therefore his firm stand against any change

In the administrator is quite understandable.

It is not known if the proposed meeting between Mr. Rajiv

Gandhi and the president Mr. Reagan at Washington also
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in for" discussion between the Prime Minister and Mr. Venkata
Raman.

(Rajiv, Reagan hold talks )

U.S. Urged to stop Pak.

N. Programme

WASHINGTON (20-10-1987): The Prime Minister

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, on Tuesday had wideranging talks with the

US President Mr, Ronald Reagan, including INDO-US relations

and Pakistan's nuclear programme.

Mr, Rajiv Gandhi, who is here on a 29 hour official visit,

met Mr, Reagan in the Oval office at the Whi-te House before

they were joined by their delegations.

The talks, which lasted for 45 minutes with full delegations

president on both sides focussed on the security environment in

the Indian sub-continent. Pakistan's nuclear programme, us

arms supply to Pakistan, lndo-us]co-operations in econonomic

and technological fields and bilateral and multilateral issues.

The Indian delegation included the Minister of State for

External Affairs, Mr. Natwar Singh, Indian Ambassador to US.

Mr. P,K. Naul and othef top officials.

After the talks, Mr, Reagan hosted a lunch on in honour of

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi which was attended by the delegations of the

two countries.

CO-OPERATION

The U.S. Defence Secretary, Mr, Casper Weinberger also

called on Mr. Rajiv Gandhi before the WHITE HOUUSE dis-

cussions, Mr. Gandhi is understood to have discussed with

Mr. Weinberger the possibilities of further co-operation in Sci-

eenc and Technology. They were together for about an hour.

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, who arrived here earlier in the day from

New York, Where he addressed the United Nations, had

extensive talks with several prominent us congressmen and

sentatofs at the breakfast
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In his talks with the National Security Adviser of President

Reagan, Mr. Frank Cariucci and acting Secretary of State.

Mr. John White head, Mr. Gandhi stressed on the naed for US

prevent Pakistan from implementing its nuclear weapons

programme in the interest of peace and stability in South -

East Asia. He also told them about the clandestine methods

Pakistan was adopting to go ahead with its nuclear programme.

No IM. P. T.

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi also made it clear that India would not

yield to pressures to sing the nuclear non-proliferation treaty

(N.P.T.) because it was discriminatory.

SIKHS DEMOIMTRATE

A group of Sikhs held a demonstration near the White House
as Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and President Reagan held

talks.

A senior US official, who briefed reporters on condition of

anonymity, said Mr. Reagan had two rriain issues <i>n his agenda
for discussion with Mr. Gandhi;

Soviet troops in Afghanistan and averting an India-Pakistan

nuclear - arms race.
]

TKe official said Mr. R'eagan was 7
likely fo Mr. Gandhi to

use his ; influence with MOSCOW to speed
1 ;the l withdrawal

J

6f

Soviet troops from Afghanistan and to urge Mr.'
;Gandhrtc/

revive India's dialogue yyith.Pajcijstan on.nuclear arms.

Mr.

5 ThertwB30a<tei^b^

expressed satisfaction that whatever
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1965 during Mr. Gandhi's last visit to the U.S. had been fully
achieved.

The two countries agreed to maintain and enlarge their

co-operation, particularly in the fields of science and

technology.

The question of technology transfer from the U.S. for

manufacturing the Indian Light Combat Aircraft CLCA) also

figured during the talks.

Mr. Gandhi, said there is no going back on the
liberalisation process of the Indian Economy.

Mr. Gandhi, told a gathering of Indian's from different

parts of the UNITED States. He was very confident that he
would be able to rejuvnate the economy and continuing the

process liberalisation which had been started.

Because of the foreign exchange problems, particularly
with regard to the yen, there were some temporary snags but

these difficulties were being left behind now so that the

process begun in 1985 would continue,

"We are very clear in our minds" said Mr. Gandhi, "that
there is no going back. The high rates of growth we have
seen are because of the process we started".

Mr. Gandhi said he had no doubt that ''India today
is not only strong but its voice is also very authoritative in

world forums. India is moving very positively and constructively

in the right direction. We have made pu,t; place already in t(ie

world.' We will streng then that and ,[pov*to higher" levels.1V

Earlier upon his ; arrival i at flie venua Mr. Gandhi' was
mobbed by enthusiastic crowds.

,

'

*

Mr. Gandhi asked the Indian Community in the U.S. to

be active in a positive way and to project fndia in the right

manner-.
* "~ r



Us to Review Arms Aid to Pak : PM

WASHINGTON (21-10-1987):- The Prime Minister

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, said here today that he saw a shift in the

U.S. policy towards Pakistan and that he had no doubt the

U.S. would take necessary steps to deal with Islamabad's

Clandestine efforts to make nuclear weapons.

He said the U.S, had agreed to look a fresh at its military

aid pfogramme to Islamabad.

Addressing a press conference at the end of his talks with

president Reagan here, the Prime Minister ruled out any
nuclear non-proliferation treaty with Pakistan which was now

making an ATOM BOMB.

Mr. Gandhi spoke very positively about outcome of his

bilateral talks with Mr. Reagan which covered New American

initiatives to transfer technology to India. His visit to Washing-
ton went off "very well" he added.

Mr. Gandhi said the course we had set in 1985 (the time

of his first visit after assuming office) to bring togethef the

two largest democracies had been successfully completed,

though much to the consternetion of skeptics.

Mr. Gandhi abserved that if American assistance to Islama-

bad was stopped it would curtail their nuclear1

plan. Then
Pakistan would be forced to divert its own funding into the

process there by slowing down its efforts to make a Bomb.

Mr. Gandhi said, the matter was of common INDO-US concern

adding that Mr. Reagan has assured him of appropriate steps

to check the proliferation issue.

White expressing satisfaction at the American response,
he however, added that India had neither sought any assurances

on the future of U. S, aid to Islamabad not had he been

guaranteed, the same. 'It is a U.S. concern, after we havi

made our concerns clear' he said.
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Mr. Gandhi said that Mr. Reagan had told him that U.S.

aid to Pakistan was not directed against India he quoted the

president as saying that the U.S. stands for a nuclear-free

Asia.

Mr. Gandhi said that while apprising Mr. Reagan of India's

serious concern at the Pakistani nuclear programme, he also

sought us help, both executive and congressional, to force

Pakistan to abandon this programme.

Answering a question about the U. S. suggestion for

quickening the peace of normalisation of relations between

India and Pakistan, Mr. Gandhi told the American Ptess in a

separate briefing "we have tried to take many steps in this

direction but we just could not make any head way'
1

. He said

India was willing to talk to Pakistan on various issues but was
unable to do so as "Pakistan is have fallen back".

Mr. Gandhi emphasised that only the U.S. could persuade

Pakistan not to make the bomb but he cast aside bifatefal

verification measurers saying "they would not work'
1

.

Mr. Gandhi said that Pakistan's plea that India sigh the

N. P. T. was totally wjong. "We have always demonstrated

restraint despite our capability to make a device. Nobody

accused India of clandestinely stealing nuclear technology to

further military interests ours is a civilian programme, open to

public, unlike Pakistan's he added.

Mr. Gandhi said India was being fallaciously drawn into

the N.P.T. The entire aspect of non-proliferation had to be

looked at in the total regional and global perspectives.

He said "our question is that Pakistan is not the only

reason for us to sing the NPT when major regional powers like

China and nuclear build-up in the Indian Ocean were being

excluded .from its purview" he said.

Mr. Gandhi said that he accepted the word of the Vice-

President, Mr. George Bush, that the Central Intelligence

Agency was hot plotting to destabilise hi* Government
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He was asked by newsmen about .occasional remarks in

the Indian Parliament and media by himself and other political

leaders that have irritated relations with the United States.

There had also been suggestions that agents of Western

Countries, including the U.S. were behind ethnic turmoil and

other disturbances tn India, Mr. Gandhi said this was, 'not

quite true'

Shri Rajiv Meets Dutch P.M.

THE HAGUE (21-10-1987) (Reuter) Indian Prime Minis-

ter Mr. Rajiv Gandhi had an hour long private talk on Wed-
nesday with his Dutch counterpart Ruud Lubbers during a

Stop-over at Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam, a spokesman for

the Indian Embassy said.

"They met alone, so we do not know what it was about"

rhe spokesman said.

Dutch officials said they also had no information on the

talk which newspaper reports had said would focus on an

Indian order for two Dutch dredging vessles to be used on a

project to improve Indian Ports.

LANKA PROBLEM TO END SOON

WASHINGTON (21-10-1987):- The Prime Minister,
Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, said here that the problem ,in Jaffna would
end in the next week or two.

He said at a press conferance that Indra had been invited

by the Lapkan President, Mr. Jayewardene, and we will be
there as Jong as he wants us to stay there. We have an

agreement with .Mr. Jayewardene and we won't go back on
that.

Asked iHhe Indian Troops in Lanka were killing civlljar^or
stfafing them, as a Tamil roup jn Washington has alleged,
the Prime Minister said, "we are not using air strikes, and to
the best of my knowledge civilians have not been killed. We
have tha figutes.for the last; few days and the numbers are veiV
small, .

*
.i. .
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*r n
h *v 9iventhe very clear instructions that civiliansare not to be killed, and that is why we have taken heavier

losses then there should be also, because we are not using
heavy artillery of air strikes against hardened positions, he said,

"At the same time we have convinced the Sri Lankan
Government to stop what they (the militants) call colonization
of the Tamil areas by settling Sinhaless so it is not as if we are

taking a onesided attitude. We are committed to seeing that
all the Tamil families that have been up rooted because of the
violence go back in security and are able to live in security,

(and) some sort cf development work is done so that they get
employment and can rebuild their life.

Mr. Gandhi said before signing the agreement on July 29

he had explained its terms to the militant Tamils, including the

LTTE. "We asked them if they had any more problems. They
raised a few issues.

The LTTE spefially raised four questions. We said we
will try and do something. They were agreed to later fay

Mr f Jayewardene, and they were fulfilled.

''There is nothing the Tamils asked for which has not

been done to the extent of 'even the chief administrator in

the interim administration being named out of a panel given

by the LTTE. They gave a panel of three and Mr, Jayewardene

chose one. Then they withdrew the panel and said. We can

not have this panel anymore, ;

I can go on, but the fack is that the interests of the Tamils

have been very well safeguarded in the agreement, and we

are going to see that all these safeguards are implemented.

That is our responsibility', he said,

Mr. Gandhi, who was also asked about the situation in

India, particularly allegations of human rights violations in

Punjab made by Sikh extremists in the U.S. said.

Rajiv hopeful of Sino-Indian accord

1

NEW DELHI : (2t>10-1987) The Prime Minister Mi
1

. Rajiv

Gandhi has expressed optimism that the vexed and complex
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Sino - Indian border problem could be sorted out amicably
through negotiations.

This comment of the Prime Minister on the evening of

the arrival of the high level Chinese official team for border
talks on November 13, has led to speculations that India may
strive to evolve some new formulations for breaking the dead-
lock in the negotiations with China.

In a letter to Mr. Chitta Basu, leader of the Forward Bloc,
Prime Minister Mr. Rajiv Gandhi said that this is a complex
and emotive issue but give the necessary patience and good-
will on both sides, it would be possible to find mutually acc-

eptable soluation through negotiations.

The Prime Minister's letter was in response to a 11 pages
note submitted by the Forward Bloc leader on the Sino-lndian
border problem, providing the historic perceiptions and suggeses-
ting a modus operand! for breaking the deadlock in the pro-
cess of negotitions with the Chinese. The Prime Minister told
Mr, Chitta Basu the Minister of External Affairs will carefully
examine the issues which you have raised.

It is true that in preparation with the fourth coming eighth
round of official level talks, the External Affairs Ministry is

examining all the political and other aspects of th vaxed
border issue. Although it is generally felt that the taflcs should
be missed up in the legal, and constitutional issues. It is

admitted that the decision to raise it to the political level is

let to be taken by the leadership of both the countries.

Mean while a high level goodwill delegation from the
Chinese communist party led by Mr Chen Chuange Deputy
Bureua Director of the international Liaison department
of the central committee is having a series of talks with the
various political parties. This delegation was invited the CPM,
it met the CPI, Fordward Bloc and other political parties.
The main idea is to exchange views on various political matter's
and matters of mutual interest. During talks with Fordward
Bloc, the chinse delegation invited it to send a delegation to

chine early next year for further exchange of views,
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During the last few years, there had been a series of ex-

changes of political and cultural delegations between the

two countries. An AITUC delegation visited china in June

1985. It was followed by a visit that year by a six members

team from Chinese communist party. This team participated

in the congress centenary celebrations in Bombay. It also

exchanged views with the CPI and CPM leaders.

P. M. warns U, S, on aid to Pak

BOSTON- (19-10-1988)

The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi asked the USA to

get clear clarifications from Pakistan on its nuclear programme
before resuming aid to that country,

Mr. Gandhi, who was answering a scholar after delivering

the prestigious jodidi lecture at Harvard University in Boston,

Massa chussettes. cautioned the Reagan Administration against

Pakistan attempts at an "eye wash.' 1

The Prime Minister, who is visiting the US on his way back

from the common wealth summit in Vancouver, Canada, said

he was glad about us congress decision to suspend the aid,

Mr. Gandhi, who lectured on "India and democracy" answe-

red several questions, one of them with a blistering attack on

the "fragmented" Indian opposition. Mr, Gandhi said he was

glad that the USA had taken the decision to suspend the aid

for six weeks, even though it was temporary measure on Indo-

us relations, he said "we have aproblem because of the US policy

towards Pakistan mainly on account of the letter's nuclear

programme."

He said India was also concerned about narcotic drugs

being smuggled into its territory (torn Pakistan which "we are

trying to stop. We feel us pressure could help."

Asked about the developments in Sri Lanka, Mr. Gandhi

said it was not a fight between Tamil and Sinhalese now.

The situation that had developed of late in the JAFFNA

area was that militant groups were out to kill each other.
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This will not be allowed, the Prime Minister said, e&
lr*g

"we have certain rules and descipline in democracy/'

He listed the efforts made by India and Sri Lanka

and after signing the accord to accomonodate the view

of the Tamil group. Mr Gandhi regretted that the

militants were saying one thing and doing another.

Mr. Gandhi made a blistering attack on the

Indian opposition, accusing it of lacking, both policy and P r -

gramme which, he felt "bodies ill for democracy."

He said he was happy when he heafed that various opP
Os '~

tion factions were trying to patch up their differences and c^nne
together.

Mr". Gandhi a united opposition would offer an opportiJ
n '*

to the Government to discuss policy matters hitherto

the concern of his congress ( I ) party.

Whenever the Government invited the opposition

for discussions on vital national issues, they preferred to

official view Point instead of volunteering suggestions,

Gandhi said. He said they had no policy or programme
they "shift from one convenience to other, which is weakening
democracy."

One of the questioners wonders about the representative
character of -the ruling party since no, organisational elections
have been held for the past 1 5 years.

Mr. Gandhi, who is also president of the party, in his
reply referred* to the last elections- to the LOK SABHA in
December, 1984, which gave an over wheleming majority
to his patty.
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Twenty - Point Programme 1986

1 Attack on Rural Poverty

2 Strategy for Rainfed Agriculture

3 Better Use of Irrigation Water

4 Bigger Harvests

5 Enforcement of Land Reforms

6 Special Programme for Rural Labour

7 Clean DrinKing Water

8 Health for All

9 Two-Child Norm

10 Expansion of Education

1 1 Justice to Scheduled Castes & Scheduled Tribes

1 2 Equality for Women

13 New Opportunities for Youth

14 Housing for the People

1 5 Improvement of Slums

16 New Stfategy for Forestry

1 7 Protection of the Environment

1 8- Concern for the Consumer

*
1 9 Energy for the Villages

20 A responsive Administration

Sri Rajiv Gandhiji

Prime Minister of India
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PM Hopeful of Punjab Solution

UNITED NATIONS 19^10-1987 : The P.M. Mr. Gandhi

on Monday expressed optism over restoration of normaly in

Punjab and said the Government would ensure that reason and

reconciliation prevail over bullets and bombs".

To some it may appear that the democratic technique of

negotiation and persuation has not worked in Punjab. That

would be a very short-term view. Mr. Gandhi said while

delivering the prestigious jodidi lecture on "Democracy and
India" at Harvard University here.

Mr. Gandhi was given a standing ovation both at the

beginning and the end of the lecture delivered in the packed
Sandes Hall of the University.

Mr. Gandhi said the major political task in Punjab was "to
isolate the terrorists and separatists from the main body of

public opinion". He said the accord of July 1985 was a

consicious effort in that direction.

Mr. Gandhi said the unitiai success of the Punjab accord
was peaceful demonstrated by a peaceful election with a heavy
tour'nout of voters who showed complete disregard for the

extremist call for a boycott.

He said there were two preconditions for a dialogue
to restore peace and stability." The Constitution must be

respected and violence must end. And we must rally tha

people against the sequential processes. They go hand in hand.

That is what we are doing and we shall preserve", he said.

DISMANTLE NUCLEAR WEAPONS RAJIV

United Nations, (19-10-1987) :

The Prime Minister, Mr, Rajiv Gandhi, called for dismant-

ling of all nuclear weapons. Mr. Gandhi was addressing the

UN Genera! Assembly on environment and development, Hi
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Said that the removal of threat of a nuclear war was very

essential and suggested that the international community
address itself to safety measures in industries. He mentioned

Bhopal gas and Soviet nuclear plant disasters. This is the

second time that the P.M. is addressing the General Assembly.
He chose to speak on environment because the Assembly
began a debate on the subject.

Mr. Gandhi said the miracles of modern science and towe-

ring achievements of technology had given us a measure of

mastery over nature". Economic progress had, however,

engendered a callous disregard for the hormony within the

acological system. Conservation of the world's environment,

he said, required concerted international action to reduce

disparities. The compulsions of development and limitations

of financial resources tempt many developing countries to

exploit their natural resources beyond endurance, ignoring

environmental safeguards". He pointed out.

The P.M. told the Assembly that a world economic system

which denied itself the benefits of interdependence was both"

unjust and inefficient". Growth in the developing countries

was being hampered by protectionism, by the deteriorating real

terms of trade, by unfavourable conditions for the transfer of

technology and by the curtailment of the flow of development
assistance. Programmes of conservation must, therefore, address

themselves to inquiries in the international economic order, For

example, the lion's share of the world's natural resources had

been pre-empted by a few.countries" he said.

Mr, Gandhi said an average citizen of an industrilised cou-

ntry consumed ten, times more fossil fuels and minerals than hrs

counter-part in the developing world. The world's resources

"cannot sustain such profligate consumption .of energy and

minerals", he added. However; the P.M. said, all other envi-

ronmental dangers paled in comparison to the ever-accumulating

stockpiles of nuclear weapons. "We must remove the threat of

the thermonucle clean arwar wiping out/m a wink of history/ life

aswe know it from our common plannet. And nuclear weapons

musj be'dismantled'Vhe stressed. Calling for safety measure* in
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high-risk industries,he said it was incumbent on the management

of such industries to ensure the utmost vigilance in design,

operations and maintenance, "Valuable life cannot be lost to

inefficiency, indifference, negligence or worse, "he asserted.

He said the world must recognise that environmental issues

were closely finked to the larger issues of peaceful co-operation,

disarmament and development. Mr. Gandhi told the Assembly,

"Enviionment is an international issue to be placed in the

context of international co-operation, to be pursued through

international institutions, to be linked to all aspects of interna-

tional lelations". Conservation, he pointed out, was each nation's

task. But a task can be accomplished only in the settling of a

co-operative world order". Speaking about the problem in

relation to India, Mr. Gandhi informed the world body that new

mechanisms to control pollution and check the deterioration of

the environment were being developed in the country.

India was trying to integrate complex environmental issues

into its design of development. 'There are no easy or
1

ready-

made answers. In principle, we would wish to give equal

priority to development and conservation. In practice, there are

major gaps in knowledge, many intangibles and unknown

quantities. Experts disagree and assessments vary'' he said.

Mr. Gandhi said the environment everywhere was jeopardised

by the noxious tumes and lifekilling wastes of industrial

pollution. Worst of all was the passing of pollution and

environmental hazards beyond the boundaries of a country.

APPLAUSE FOR ftAJIV

HARVARD 19-10-87 The P.M: Mr. Gandhi has won wide
acclaim for his sutable wit and humour, Delivering the Jodid
lecture on Jnda and democracy", in the ornately-lit wooden
panelledsanders hallof the Harvard University Mr, Gandhi said"

it is good practice for universities to invite persons in public
affairs in the hope of educating them, He said he spent some
years at Cambridge. "With how much profit I do not knpw,
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but with great deal of pleasure", on both occasions he drew
appreciative response from the gathering.

NO CONSPIRACY AGAINST A.P. GOVT, SAYS RAJIV

HYDERABAD 26-11-1987 / The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv

Gandhi, has denied the TDP leaders' charge that the Congress
was involved in a conspiracy against the State Government.

In an informal chat with newsmen at Begumpet Airport on
arrival here the Prime Minister said that there was no con-

spiracy by the Congress.

When his reaction was sought on the appointment of a

three member commission by Chief Minister N.T. Rama Rao to

go into the charges of corruption and abuse of position by
persons in high places since 1956, the Prime Minister said the

way in which the matter was so broadened you would get

nothing out of it.

On the charges of corruption against the State Chief

Minister, Mr. RAJIV GANDHI, said that the matter was before

the court and it would be sub-judice to comment on it.

When a correspondent pointed out that there were "all ega-

tions that the Raj Bhavans were turning into Gandhi Bhavans,
Mr. GANDHI said that Raj Bhavans were not getting converted
into Congress Bhavans. As long as Raj Bhavans turn into

Gandhi Bhavans and propagate Gandhi's philosophy, it should

be welcomed.

He denied that there was any discrimination fn the matter

of providing relief to the State affected by floods or" droughts.

The assistance to the States depended on the gravity of the

situation and not on any other consideration. The drought in

Gujarat and Rajastan was much severe and as such these

States might get more to tide over the crisis.

Denying the suggestion that the State did not receive its

due in the matter of cyclone and drought relief, Mr, GANDHI
said that Andhra Pradesh was given more than adequate relief,
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The State Government had said that it has spent the amounts

given to it. But the State Government was yet to submit

the details of expenditure incurred on natural calamities as

sought by the Centre.

Stating that there was no dearth of funds to meet the

situation cfeared by the natural calamities, he said that in view

of the widespread drought in different parts of the country,

enormous amounts were being spent to provide relief. As such,

there was a need to have a check on the proper utilisation of

the funds disbursed by the Centre.

The Centre was prepared to provide whatever additional

assistance required by the State to meet the drought or cyclone

situation. But what was required that the State should

give the details of the expenditure already incurred.

BIG WELCOME

The Prime Minister Mr. RAJIV GANDHI, was given a

rousing reception on his arrival at Begumpet airport by a

special IAFAaircraft on a day's visit to the city,

The Governor, Ms. KUMUD BEN JOSH I, the Chief

Minister, Mr. N. T. RAMA RAO, the former Governors

Dr. M.CHANNAREDDY and Mr. KONA PRABHAKAR RAO,

the speaker Mr. G. NARAYANA RAO, the Mayor, M.K. MOBIN,

leader of the Opposition, Mr: M. BAGA REDDY, former Chief

Ministers, Mr. KASU BRAHMANANDA REDDY, Mt. K. VIJAY

BHASKAR REDDY AND Mr. NADENDLA BHASKAR RAO,

the Planning Commission Member Mr. A. N- SRIVATSAV, the

Chief Secretary, Mr. SHRAVAN KUMAR, the Director General

Police Mr P.S. RAMA MOHAN RAO, the City Police Commiss-

ioner Mr. T.S. RAO, Ministers, Members of Parliament & State

Legislators and a large number of Congressmen greeted the

Prime Minister and a large number of Congressmen greeted the

Prime Minister and some of them offered garlands and

bouquets.
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Despite tight security, a large number of people literally

mobbed the Prime Minister and gave tough time to the security-

men in making passage for the Prime Minister.

Mr. RAJIV GANDHI went out in an open jeep and greeted

thousands or people, who gathered outside the airport terminal

building. Later, he drove to Raj Bhavan where he met several

leading citizens.

The Prime Minister, who landed at Begumpet airport at the

scheduled hour at 2-20 p.m. was accompanied among other's

by Union Ministers P. SHIV SHANKAR and J. VENGAL RAO
P. CHIDAMBARAM, Mrs. VYJAYANTHI MALA BALI and

Mr. RAYAPATI SAMBASIVA RAO, M.Ps.

CCMB DEDICATED TO NATION

Hyderabad Date: 26th November, 1987. The Prime

Minister, Mr. RAJIV GANDHI on Thursday called upon the

biologists to act with caution as modern biology has the

potential of doing good and harm to the humanity.

The genetic engineering without caution would bring

disaster on humanity, he said and urged the scientists to

reflect deeply on their ethical responsibilities.

He was inaugurating Rs. 30 Crofe Centre for Cellular and

Molecular Biology (CCMB) of the Council of Scientific and

Industrial Research (CS1R) here. The Governor, Ms. KUMUD-

BEN JOSH I the Chief Minister Mr, N. T. RAMA RAO,

Mrs. VYJAYANTHIMALA, MP were also present.

The Prime Minister said that the modern biology could not

be stopped on its tract, but it must advance in a way to

maintain balance with nature and not destabilise the society.

Stressing 'the need for a tangible link between the

pursuit of Science and Welfare of the society.

Mr. OANDHI wanted proper mix between the

research and. applied research. The basic research, he
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said should be based on the long-term social needs and hoped

that the CCMB would set an example in this direction.

Stressing on ethics in biological research, Mr. GANDHI

said
r

modern biology was on the threshold of doing good or

destroying all the humanity. Biological or Chemical warfare

were more dangerous than nuclear weapons, he warned adding

that how the technology was used depend on the moral sensi-

bilities of scientists. Whether biological research would do

good or bad ultimately depends on the ethical choice. What

is required is the good scientists must also be good human be-

ings." he added. Biologists must associate with social scien-

tists in their research, he suggested.

GOOD INVESTMENT

"India has been trying to push its scientific research into

the frontier areas of science and this was one of the fields

where it made good investment/' he said. India, was

making determined bid to recover its historic place in world

science.

The Prime Minister also called for good synthesis between

science and culture and scientific compulsions and ethical

considerations. India, he said, had pledged its support to

science for the welfare of the humanity.

Mr. RAJIV GANDHI also thanked Dr. FRANCIS CRICK,

Noble Laureate, who spoke on "Molecular Biology; past, pre-

sent and future/' for making him understand for" the first time

about the subject.

Mr. K. R. NARAYANA, Union Minister of State for Science

and Technology welcoming the gathering, said that CCMB has

been trying to respond to the challenge that Nehru, INDIRA

GANDHI and the present Prime Minister posed to the scientific

research,

Dr. AP MITRA, Director - General, CSIR, described the

activities of CSIR since its inception in 1942,
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SCIENTIFIC BASE

Prof. M G K MENON, Member, Planning Commission and

Scientific Adviser to the Prime Minister, stressed the need for

a strong scientific base in the country for the welfare of the

society. With all the facilities, the CCMB has become a centre

of excellence in research, he added.

Dr. P M BHARGAVA, Ditecter, CCMB explained in detail

the projects and functioning of the Centre. He requested the

State Government to grant land available near the Center's

premises for the purpose of housing to its employees.

Dr. FRANCIS CRICK, Noble Laureate, of the Salk Institute

La Jolla. California, USA, presented an interesting talk on
"Molecular Biology: past present and the future.''

Prof. DBALASUBRAMANIAN, CCMB, Prof Obaid Siddi-

que, President Indian Academy of Sciences, Prof. T NAVA-
NEETH RAO, Vice Chancellor of Osmania University, Dr.

A V RAMA RAO, Director, Regional Research Laboratory,

Hyderabad, Prof. CNR RAO, Chairman, Scientific Advisory
Committee to the Prime Minister, spoke on the occasion.

Dr. EDWIN BECKER, Associate Director, National Institutes

of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA said NIH and CSIR has
an agreement for a collaborative research. The CCMB has al-

ready got the status and international recognisition.

Prof. K H SCHIEL Max-PLANK Institute Fur Biophsikalis-
che Chemie, Goettingen, FRG explained the useful and produc-
tive co-operation between RRL and the Institute,

Dr MICHAEL CRUMPTON, Deputy Director, Imperial Can-
cer Research Fund, London, UK, described CCMB as the jewel
in the crown of Indian Science.

Dr. MARIANNE GRUNBERG - MANAGO, President Inter-

national Union Biochemistry, said the existing facilities at

CCMB were one of the best in the world. -
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Dr. M R SRINIVASAN, Chairman, Atomic Energy Commi-

ssion and Secretary Department of Atomic Energy, said the

setting up of the Labelled Biomolecules Laboratory "JONAKl"

(means a fire-fly in Bengali) was one more important step and

would provide vital tools of research to the scientific community

engaged in frontier areas of bio-technology in the country.

Established ten years ago, CCMB has been functioning from

the neighbouring Regional Research Laboratory untilt Its own

Rs. 11 crofe complex was ready last year.

CCMB Director Dr. PUSHPA BHARGAVAgave Mr. GANDHI
a glimpse of the new facilities at the centre before the formal

inauguration. The Ptime Minister also declared open "JONAKl"

a small laboratory in the CCMB campus jointly set up by the

CSIR and Department of Atomic Energy of, producing "labelled

biomolecules." The audience scientists from 30 countries, who
are considered to be founders of modern biology as well as

Ambassadors of USSR, USA, China, West Germany and the

British High Commissioner in India.

RELIEF FUND

The scientists have been having modest food and money
thus saved has been donated to the Prime Minister's drought

relief fund.

The CCMB Director Dr. BHARGAVA presented cheques
totalling over Rs. 49,000 to the Prime Minister.

Dr. BHARGAVA said in view of the serious drought condi-

tions prevailing in the country, it was decided to host modest

lunches and dinners for the visiting scientists and the caterers

were asked to contribute the money thus saved to the drought

relief fund. Besides three caterers, CCMB has contributed an

amount of Rs. 17,000.



PACT FOR LASTING PEACE: P.M.

LATUR f 8-11-1987 (PT!) :- Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi expressed confidence on Sunday that the Indo-Sri Lanka
accord would be fully implemented and the ethnic problem
solved for ever in the Island nation.

Addressing a huge rally after inagurating the platinum jubilee
of the Maharashtra State Co-operative Bank here, he referred
to his talks with President Jayawardane on Saturday and said
both the Sti Lankan Government and its President were
determined to implement the accord.

This would usher in permanent peace in the Island, he added.
Prior to signing the accord, he said, the situation in Sri

Lanka had turned"grave"with the presence of some alien forces

which, he felt, would have jeopardised peace in this region.
Even racist South Africa tried to muddle in Sri Lanka affairs.

MEDDLING POWERS :

Recalling how Isarelis, Pakistanis and Britons made their

appearance on the scene, Mr. Gandhi said the situation would
have further deteriorated if Indo-Sfi Lanka agreement was not

forged.

The accord, he said, had accepted all the demands of th

Tamil-speaking people and fulfilled their aspirations. In fact,

some additional demands of Tamils were incorporated in the

agreement at the time of its finalisation.

He deplored that LITE had gone back on its words and tried

to sabotage the accord, which was hammered out taking all

aspect into consideration. He justified the IPKF action against

the LITE and said the Tigers' left no option open.

Mr. Gandhi spoke at length on the problems of ''Kisans"

and the steps taken by the Maharashtra Government to solve

them. He was particularly concerned at the plight of small

farmers.

PATS FARMERS :

Mr. Gandhi particularly complimented the cultivators of

Maharashtra for an excellent record in raising the production of

Jowar, sugarcane and cash crops.

He also praised Maharashtra foi being the pioneer in the

Co-operative movement and asked other States to emulate the

way this movement had gathered momentum is the State.

He told the meeting that an experiment was being under-

taken to find out the feasibility of irrigating cash crops by sea
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water. If the experiment proved successful, It would boost the

cash crop production.

Earlier, on arrival at Latur from Delhi, Mr. Gandhi was
received by the Chief Minister, Mr.S.B.Chavan, Union Minister,

Mr. Shivraj Patil and other State leaders.

The Prime Minister was accompanied by AlCC-l general
secretaries, Mr K. N. Singh and Mrs. Najma Heptullah, Union
Minister of State for Health, Miss. Saroj Khaparde, MPCC-I
President Mrs. Prabha Rau, and Mrs. Usha Chowdhury, M.P.

Mr. Gandhi also inaugurated here a new co-operative sugar
factory- The mill has a crushing capacity of 12.50 tonnes of
cane and its production would be 1,250 bags per day.

Mr. Gandhi urged the farmers to lay greater emphasis on
production of oilseeds tc make the country self-reliant.

Addressing a farmer's rally to mark the inauguration of the

platiuum jubilee celebrations of the Maharashtra State Co-oper-
arive Bank here, he said the Government would give full techn-

ological backing and provide expertise te increase the production.

He said the Governments' policy of importing foodgfains
and other essential commodities was not new.

NO STARVATION DEATH :

He asserted that there was not a single starvation death in

successive drought in many parts of the country. The farmers,
he said, had courageously faced the situation and the adequate
stock of foodgrains had enabled the country to stave off
starvation.

Mr. Gandhi was presented with a cheque of Rs. 75 lakhs
(Rs. Ono lakh representing each year of the existence of the
bank) by the Bank Chairman, Mr. Shamrao Kadam.

The Maharashtra Chief Minister Mr. S. B. Chavan, urged the
Prime Minister to waive restrictions on utilisation of excess funds
mposed by the Reserve Bank of India on co-operative banks.

Mr. Chavan said the Maharashtra State Co-operative Bank
had deposits to the tune of Rs. 12,000 crores and if these
restrictions were waived, the bank could utilise the funds for
productive and developmental works.

He also pleaded to reduce the annual production target fof
co-operative sugar factories from the present 25,000 tonnes to
12fOOO tonnes so that more co-operative sugar factories could
be set up.
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SOVIET FESTIVAL OPENS AMID SPLENDOUR

NEW DELHI Dated 21 -11 -87 : The festival of the USSR,
the matching response of the Soviet Union to the festival of

Ifidia delighting its audiences since July, was Faunched in a

feast of colour, warmth and splendour that filled the hearts

of thousands at the JawahaHal Nehru Stadium.

The long awaited festival, which was blessed by the

Soviet leader, Mr. MIKHAIL GORBACHEV and hailed by. the

Prims Ministers of tha two countries as marking a new stage

in Indb-Swist friendship, stunned the 40,000 strong audience

in a tw>hour susp3nse-filled expDsition of the Soviet perform-

ing arts,

In-abrief interlude to the grant show in which live flag

picturers etching a kaleidoscopic .pattern matched the sound

and technique of the artistes, Prime Minister, Mr. RAJIV

GANDHI and his visiting Soviet counterpart, Mr. NIKOLAI

RYZHKOV, said the . event would bring the two ffiendfy

countries together. -
. .-. -

Mr. RAJIV GANDHI said "this festival opens a new chapter

in our relations. The river GANGA called on MOSKOVA in

July and now VOLGATs unfolding here to "mark the confluence,

so to say, of the histories of the two great countries."

He said "the message of the Great .October Revolution.

stewarded by LENIN has reached all parts of the world through
TOLSTOY and JAWAHARLAL NEHRU." Eminent, writers

TAGORE, SUBRAMANJA BHARATHl, MUNSHI PREM CHAND
and SANKARAKURUP ;'spoke the language in many langua-.

ges," he said. .....

"Our relations, which has encompassed 'a'board specturin

has helped to blind the peoples of diverse cultures, This

festival will help to portray the bondage in a unified form,",

he said.
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Premier RYZHKOU, in his speech responded warmly to the

sentiments expressed by Mr. RAJAV GANDHI, "In the testing

time the world is passing through, Indo-Soviet friendship is a

force and a source of joy for us all, "he said.

"We have attempted to reciprocate your gesture in the

spirit of the ATITHI SATKAR PARAM PARA of yours, Mr. Ryztv

kov said and raised the banner of 'VISHWA SHANTI AND NYAC
VIJAYEE HO (let world peace and justice prevail)' and 'SOVIET-

BHARAT MAITRE ZINDABAD (LONG LIVE INDO-SOVIET

FRIENDSHIP)'.

Etching similar sentiments Soviet Prime Minister NIKOLAI

RYZHKOV said the relationship between our countries is deep-

rooted. Bilateral cultural ties are now developing further on

the basis of our inter-governmental agreement scientific and

cultural co-operatian.

The reciprocal Soviet and Indian festivals dedicated to

major historic events - the 40th anniversary of India's Inde-

pendence and the 70th anniversary of the Great October

Revolution - will witness a yaar-long exchange of delegations

to present their achievements in culture, science, technology/

education, sports and other spheres to audiences totalling one-

fifth of mankind.

'LIVE FLAG' PICTURES

The official opening ceremony at the JAWAHARLAL
NEHRU STADIUM unfolded a panorama of Soviet music, dance,

theatre and circus and gymnastic displays. An orchestra of

wind instruments conducted by SERGEEV, the folk dance

troupe of MOISEEV and BORIS SANKIN'S contemporary dance

ensemble, the BOLSH01 ballet and leading pop singer of USSR
PUGACHEVA presented a rich repertoire drawn from classical,

folk, contemporary and popular streams.

More than 2,000 artistes displayed in five parts a unique

presentation of Soviet History since the Revolution 70 years
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ago through elaborate 'LIVE FLAG PICTURES' formed by 8000
NCC cadets.

MEMORABLE SPECTACLE

The two-and-a half-hour spectacle for the privileged audi-

ence was truly a memorable glimpse into the varied Soviet
art and culture. It was a triumphant climax to the inaugural

events which began with the unveiling of the statue of Comrade

V.I.LENIN, here of the great October revolution, at NEHRU
PARK in the morning.

The large Sovit contingent of artistes representing 17

groups and including the famed BOLSHOI BALLET and orchestra'

were accorded accremomal welcome at the RASHTRAPATI
BHAVAN.

Soviet boys and girls in costumes enacted the ',bread

and salt'' ritual and exchanged gifts. Waves of applause

greeted the players as they made symmetrical formations to

the soft strains of orchestra music.

Soloists of the BOLSHOI theatre staged an episode from

the "SWAN LAKE" and a folk dance ensemble led by IGOR

MOISEEV presented the choreographic composition 'THE
DANCE OF WORK' 1

.

The highlight of the grand show at the NEHRU STADIUM
was the travel in a time machine as it were to the days of the

October revolution of 1917.

The five-part presentation was in live flag pictures formed

by 8,000 NCC cadets trained by SOVIET experts in a short

span.

A scenario of Soviet Union's achievements in sports
followed and gave way to Yuri GRIGOROVICH of the Bolshoi

Ballet, who performed in an open air stadium for the first

time.

The fabled Russian circus with its 150 clowns was a
rare treat A display of the contradictions of the 20th Century
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an. '/age, of reason'! ancLao "age of madness", asking .all

countries to work together for a nuclear-free 21st centuiy.

was a fitting final,

LENIN'S STATUE UNVEILED

MWDLHI (21^11-1987) (UNI) :- A statue of V.I Lemn

architect of then October Revolution, wasunvelied at a simple

ceremony at the Nehru Park in South Delhi on Saturday

morning by the-Sovtet Prinre Minister, Mr. NIKOLAI RYZKOV.

Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, his cabinet colleagues, and

CJelhr Lieutenant Governor H.L. topur were present at the first

formal :fonctkin: related tor the inauguration of rhe festival of

the Soviet Umoh'm India.

A statue of Mrs. Indira Gandhi had been unveiled at the

inauguration of the festival of India in the Soviet Union five

rftoriths ago.

Hundreds of local and. Soviet children carrying Indian, and

Soviet ^f'ags gathered at the Nehru Park for the function.

Banners- pFOCteiming "long live- Indo-Soviet friendship"

"''Sov^t~todfa friendship*' amar rahe" adorned the function-

venue. The area around the statue, executed by scujptor

A.A_.Iyafekov_ .and architect A.M. PolovnLkov, was decorated

with. myriad flower's.

Mr. Gandhi, in a short speech, descriJaed Lenin as a

"visionary, revolutionary, towering figure of history".

He^said Lenin was a "genius- who left his impression not

only in his time but on succeeding generation". The sta-tue

will be a "constant reminder of a man who through hjs_ vision

and'his, herculean. toiL outlined new horizons for humanity." .

thfe Prime Mjnistetr said.
"

The Soviet Premier, Mr. Ryzhkov, said that the installation

of the statue evojtecj 9 very, warm respons in ths hearts of
tire Soviet P
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ANTI-NATIONAL GOVTS WILL BE SACKED : P.M.

NEW DELHI, 16-12-1987 : The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv

Gandhi, reiterated on Wednesday, that the Centre would not

hesitate to dismiss a State Government if the latter 'had

intentions of going anti-national'.

Talking to reporters on his return from a two-day State

visit to Burma, Mr. Gandhi said he did not 'offer the cap' to

any State Government. . Not did he intend any particular State

when he made the statement in Parliament.

Only if I feel that any State Govarnment is becoming anti-

national and the Homa ministry gets reports to that effect,

then we will not hesitate to dismiss', he said.

P.M. REJECTS DEMAND :

The Prime Minister made the observations when a reporter

drew his attention to the Calcutta deliberations of non-

Congress Chief Ministers when the issue camp up. The

seven Chief Ministers, including Mr. N.T. Rama Rao, had lashed

out at the Prime Minister for what they termed as his 'threat'

to dimiss a State Government if it want in an anti-national

direction.

The Prime Minister rejected the demand of the sevan non-

Congress Chief Ministers to discontinue 'forthwith' his meetings

with District Magistrates.

He explained- that these meetings did not have any political

significance. Not were they meant to elicit any information

about the State Governments or probfe against them.

Mr. Gandhi recalled that one of the points in his 20-point

programme - the last point - was a respojisive. administration.

In fact, this should hav^bjsen the first point of th,e 20 point

programme since no development coujd tak^ place without a

responsive Government -
,

The Centre was finding some difficulty /in getting, certain,

development Rrggrajrirnea inn^em^ntad-effectlvely. The costs-

were going- up, ^tha^riT^tag-wa^ffjere^siDg. The- Government-
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were trying to correct the administrative procedures to over-
come these problems.

It was against this background that he thought instead of

their trying to think what was wrong, they should fallow the

system ? think and come out with suggestions. The Divisional

Commissioners and District Magistrates were the key personnel
at the district administrarion. Hence his meetings with them in

groups.

Stating that these meetings were 'no political probe'
Mr. Gandhi said there was also no talk about the State

Governments.

P.M. KEEPS EVERYONE GUESSING

NEW DELHI Dec. 16, 1987 :

The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi on Wednesday parried
all questions about Cabinet reshuffle or expansion,

'Would the expansion come off soon after the Sariska

Meeting of the Union Cabinet', a scribe asked the Prime
Minister

Mr. Gandhi did not answer. The scribe persisted and
wanted to know if it would come off this month or next month
or even later. 'You are yet to become a Member of Parliament.

Why are you in a hurry', the Prime Minister quipped. But by
the not of his head he indicated that it may be only in 1988
and not in 1987.

Another scribe remarked that it was not the mediamen who
were interested, but they, those behind us, are worried, he
said pointing to the large number of Ministers and Parliament
Members who were standing and watching of the Prime
Minister's news conference at the Palam airport from across the
barricade which separated them from the reporters.

'Let them then ask me', Mr. Gandhi replied.

One reporter wanted to know why the Cabinet was meeting
in Sariska, to that, the Prime Minister replied that they hoped
to discuss basic issues of policies.

'Policies like', the reporter queried further, and pat came
the reply: 'see when the meeting is over. Don't rush out'.

Mr. Gandhi denied that a fortune was being expended on
the Sariska meeting as reported in a section of the media. He
had told the Rajasthan Chief Minister that no additional expen-
diture should be incurred for the purpose of the meeting, and
he had been assured by the Chief Minister that the expenditure
would be very little. Even before leaving for Rangoon, h hgcf
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talked to the Chief Minister and checked with him. He was told

that only an expenditure of Rs, 49,711 which was less than
Rs. 50,000, had been incurred.

NEW EDUCATION POLICY SHOULD SPOT TALENTS: P.M.

Datee 22-12-87 :- The Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi
stated here on Tuesday that the new education policy should

spot out and inspire the "Vainu Bappus and Narikars'' of

tomorrow who were very much present among the Indian

children, but were not given due encouragement in the present
education system.

Addressing the special session of the International Seminar
on 'Ancient astronomies' at the B.M, Birla Planaterium, the

Prime Minister said that '-we have to build an education

system" which could make the children
J

inquisitive minded"
and bring out their hidden talents.

He said that institutions like the planetaria would arouse
interest among the children and spot out those who would,
in future, equal Dr. J.V. Narlikar and the late Dr. Bappu, the
world famous astronomers.

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi said that the presence of great astro-

nomers at the seminar was a matter of not only pride but also
a challenge to India, pride because it was a recognation of
the country's contribution to estronomy, andchallange "because
we owe it to India to resume the place it occupied many years
ago in astronomy", "Our ancestors' perception of the universe
and our oldest living traditions of astronomy still hold true

today", he said, and cited the examples of the concept of
'adhik mass- in lunar calendar and the theory of the path
along which the Moon moves,

GREAT HERITAGE
The Prime Minister pointed out that one thousand years

before Gallilio and Copernicus came out with the theory on
rotation of earth, the Indian Puranas have the understanding
of rotation of the Sun and the Earth''. "As Indians, we are

grateful for the great heritage", he said but regretted that the
initiative had passed into the hands of European astronomers
later.

Mr. Rajiv Gandhi stated that seminars such as the present
one would serve as an incentive to renew the efforts and
regain the lost glory. He said the new sophisticated telescope
and equipment available in the country should encourage
Indian astronomers to achieve self-reliance and the capability
to interact with astronomers world over on a footing of Equality.
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The Prime .Minister .said that ''science shoukl not know
the artificial barriers of National -boundaries", while some
Governments were ready to share their knowledge with others,

it was unfortunate that some of the countries were blocking
the free flow "of scientific knowledge.

Mr. Rajiv/ <3andhi had a world of praise for great astrono-

mers like Dr. M.N. Saha and Prof. Narlikar, who had started

putting India en ths map of worid astronomy, I he Prims
Minister released a book "Treasures of Ancient Ind'an Astro-

nomy". He spent nearly two hours at the planetarium, hearing
the lectures of reputed astronomers and witnessing the film

shows. At the end of the function, he -went round tha photo
exhibition on space travel, arranged in the premised.

-Sri Frad Hoyle, world renowned astronomer, earlier, spoke
about his -15 years of research work on various aspects of

astronomy. Mysterious facts ware emerging during the investi-

gations going on to bridge the huge gap bstwsan "what is

seen and what is unseen" in the Universe, he said.

- Prof-, E~C Krupp or USA, narrated about the American
Indian astronomy

ASTRONOMY IN SCHOOLS

Prof, C. Jwaniszewka, President, International Astronomical
Union, :in her speech, stressed the need for inclusion of astro-

nomy in the curricula of high school students and populari-
sing modern astronomy. She said that while in 26 per cent
of the .-countries in the Worki, teaching of astronomy found
a place - in . the- Universities, only in four countries in the
world, teaching of- astronomy ^found a -place in the Universities

only in four countries (Greece, Argentina, German Democratic
Republic and USSR) the subject was introduced in Schools

Prof, J.V. Narlikar, in his talk on sky show, astronomical
research helped in debunking some of the superstitions which
stood as stumbling" brocks in progress,' He underlined the need
for -planetaria to 'project the development achieved in the
field of astronomy. He said thy planetaria proved beneficial
in- offering ^non^forma'l education to the people Mr. G P Birla
welcomed ttre guests earlier.

-

Uuion Minister, Mr. P V Narasimha Rao, Mr. J Vengala Rao
and Mr. Arunachalam/ Governor Mrs. Kumudben Joshi, former
Chief Minister Mr. K Brahmannanda Reddy and Swamy Ranga-
natharranda of Ramakrishna Mutt, were among the dignitories
that attented the special session,
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